USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10003.24

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

FCO_Steve says:
::at helm monitoring propulsion systems::

R_Investigator says:
::in the RR waiting for the meeting 	with Captain Rikerson to begin::

OPS_Jude says:
::at OPS console standing by to respond where needed ::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::checking engine systems::

XO_Modane says:
:: in his quarters coughing and sneezing ::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: looks over::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Sits in sickbay::

CEO_Tucker says:
::On Bridge sitting in command chair::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: looks over some stuff ::

OPS_Jude says:
::suddenly wants to check on the XO::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: I have a remedy for you sir, could you come to sickbay?

R_Investigator says:
<CO_K`Rull> ::stands close to Baxter...::

SO_Shras says:
:: still at science station, trying to make something up about all those logs, scans, and reports from the outpost...::

OPS_Jude says:
*XO*: How are you holding up, sir?.. Do you want me to send significant data to you regarding the mission as I get it?

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: Doctor, the last time we talked you said I could not leave my quarters. Do you want me to break the quarantine you imposed?

CO_Rikerson says:
All: Well, welcome to the Geneva, gentlemen.

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
::in shuttle bay examining the damaged shuttle::

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::reading the PADD, is about to exit the Cargo bay:: CSO_Jerah:  We better get this to the bridge.  Hopefully neither of our ships has been infected also.

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::checking weapons::

R_Investigator says:
<Baxter> ::next to K`Rull looking strangely at the Romulan investigator::

CSO_Jerah says:
::still in shuttle checking out information::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: Now that I have found a remedy, do we need it? But, is suspect you are tired. I will be there shortly sir.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Grabs the hypo and exits sickbay::

CSO_Jerah says:
CSO_Marta: Yes, good idea.

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: thank you doctor.

CEO_Tucker says:
SO: Have you come up with anything yet Mr. Shras?

SO_Shras says:
CEO: No sir, something is definitely wrong, but I cannot get hard proof from this data....

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: No problem sir

OPS_Jude says:
::hopes the XO is all right as he hasn't responded to Jude's communiqué::

CEO_Tucker says:
SO: Keep looking I'm sure we'll find something.

CO_Rikerson says:
All:  We are gathered here to investigate what has transpired over the past few days.

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
CSO_Marta: Got anything?

SO_Shras says:
CEO: Someone attacked the outposts and tried to make it appear like someone else, namely us, did...

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Stands in the TL as it reaches the deck the XO's quarters are on::

CEO_Tucker says:
SO: Let's see if we can find out who it was.

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::stops and calls over her shoulder:: XO_Lara:  Ma'am, I've left  a duplicate PADD on the seat beside you.  It shows the pattern of corruption in the computer core in the shuttle.

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::finds a burned out chip...starts to repair it::

CO_Rikerson says:
All: I have some information about what happened

R_Investigator says:
::nods:: CO: I only wish it was under better circumstances. So I heard that you have found Romulan involvement?...My Government denies all wrongdoing...::covering a little::

CEO_Tucker says:
*EO*: How is everything in Engineering Mr. Galager?

OPS_Jude says:
::taps a few things on his pad and nods before going over to the internal sensor station ::

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
CSO_Jerah: Does your CO have the information we discovered yet?

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
*CEO*: fine sir...a little boring..  You keep these systems in such good conditions..

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::goes back and stands in the doorway of the shuttle::

OPS_Jude says:
Self: Ah.. That's it.. ::hits a few buttons on the station and moves back to his familiar position at the OPS console.

CSO_Jerah says:
XO_Lara: No, I am on my way to give it to him now.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Finally reaches XO Modane’s Quarters and presses the chime::

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
CSO_Marta: Ok, got it. ::reads the information on the PADD::

XO_Modane says:
Door: Come in.

CEO_Tucker says:
*EO*: Keep those warp engines ready.  I want to be able to get out of here if anything happens.

CO_Rikerson says:
R-Investigator:  We are not blaming it on the whole Romulans.  We have just found that a Romulan ship was near-by.

XO_Modane says:
:: walks up to the door ::

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
::stares at Jerah in disgust::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
*CEO*: aye sir...if there are any other problems let me know...

CEO_Tucker says:
*EO*: As a matter of fact, run a level 4 diagnostic just in case.

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
Self:: Incompetent humans!

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
*CEO*: noted sir

XO_Modane says:
:: opens the door manually ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters the XO's Quarters:: XO: Sir, I have the medicine that will fix you right up!

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
CSO_Jerah: I’d like to up-link my science station to yours.  Maybe between the two of us, we can figure out how to beat this.

CO_Rikerson says:
R-Investigator:  When we were approaching the vessel, it was retreating.

XO_Modane says:
CMO: Thanks doctor.

CMO_Immolisius says:
XO: Sir, I need to inject you with this hypo, and then come to sickbay in 32 hours for another

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::finishes the replacement of the chip and gets on with a level 4 diagnostic of the warp core, and all other warp related systems::

R_Investigator says:
CO: A Romulan ship!!!! ::almost freaking out:: It was a Federation Runabout!!

XO_Modane says:
CMO: Will do doctor.

CSO_Jerah says:
*CO*: Captain, we have some information about the shuttle. I think you should see it...on my way.

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
::continues checking the report looking for any clues::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::injects the XO::

XO_Modane says:
:: starts feeling better:: CMO: Its working.

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
Computer: begin a level 4 diagnostic on warp core and all warp related systems.

CMO_Immolisius says:
XO: and in the mean time if you’re feeling better I see why you cannot begin duty again

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::waits for an answer to her suggestion::

FCO_Steve says:
Self: These visitors of ours are sure acting strange. ::continues to look out for rouge ships and space debris::

CO_Rikerson says:
R-Investigator: Oh, sorry.  We had a previous incident with a Romulan ship.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Walks over to Flight control::  FCO: Everything good here Lt.?

XO_Modane says:
CMO: I see why not...but I should get my uniform on 1st.

Host SFC_Communications says:
A LOG ABOARD THE STOLEN SHUTTLE CONTAINS INFORMATION CONCERNING THE PRESENT LOCATION OF A CERTAIN "BASE" WHERE THE SHUTTLE WAS TO RETURN SHOULD IT SURVIVE THE ENCOUNTER WITH THE KLINGON SHIP

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Smiles and starts to head to the TL::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CSO*:  Come into my RR with the information

FCO_Steve says:
CEO: Appears to be at the moment, sir ::looks at CEO as he replies::

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
:;finds a hidden log::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::checks the warp core for any fractures::

FCO_Steve says:
::turns attention back to NAV console::

XO_Modane says:
:: goes to put on his uniform ::

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
CSO_Marta: Look here, another log.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Points to RR:: FCO: Wonder what's going on in there.  ::Whispering::

R_Investigator says:
<CO_K`Rull> R_Inv/CO: I'm not to happy about being attacked by what or whoever...just letting you know that I want to get to the bottom of this...as much as you do.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters the TL::  Computer: Deck five!]

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::enters into the shuttle and looks over XO_Lara shoulder::  <w> XO_Lara:   The base, let me download the coordinates.

FCO_Steve says:
CEO: I don't know, but I would like to be a fly on the wall to find out ::chuckles to himself::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Slides himself to the back as the TL moves::

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
::reads the log:: CSO_Marta: Information of a base that the shuttle was supposed to return to.

R_Investigator says:
<Baxter> What ever they were...they murdered everyone on my Outpost.

CO_Rikerson says:
CO K`Rull: I would too, Captain

CEO_Tucker says:
FCO: absolutely.  ::Smiling::

XO_Modane says:
:: gets dressed into his uniform and looks for the comm badge ::

Host SFC_Communications says:
#Com: Geneva: This is from Starfleet Command.... To: .... USS Geneva......   We have received "information" concerning the whereabouts of an apparent Romulan base. You are to proceed there at once to confirm the presence of said base and determine its purpose within Federation territory.....  Coordinates sent as following encoded signal::

OPS_Jude says:
::moves a few power allocations around to keep the Geneva where it needs to be (and is secretly ready for any problems with the Klingons and Romulans) ::

CSO_Jerah says:
CSO_Marta: I am sorry...yes, if you like we can talk about that later.

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
XO_Lara: Coordinates downloaded.  I've transmitted them back to our ship.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Walks back to CO's chair and sits down.::

FCO_Steve says:
CEO: Have you noticed any strange behavior from our visitors at all, sir

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
CSO_Marta:: Good work!

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::nods::  CSO_Jerah:  Just let me know..  ::goes back to reading the log::

FCO_Steve says:
CEO: I mean the Klingons have been pretty secretive about what they are doing and all

R_Investigator says:
::moves away taking a private COMM::

CSO_Jerah says:
::nods to Marta... leaves the shuttle and heads for the bridge::

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
<w> XO_Lara:  Should we tell them?

CEO_Tucker says:
COM: SFC_ Comm: Understood, on our way.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters sickbay:: Nurse: Grrr!  Where has that Baxter gone to now?!

XO_Modane says:
:: finds the comm badge under the couch :: Himself: Ahh there it is. :: pins it to his chest ::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::notices the flashing communication from Starfleet...::

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
<w>CSO_Marta: I suppose we ought to....

XO_Modane says:
:: walks out of his quarters and heads to a turbo lift ::

CEO_Tucker says:
FCO: Set the course Lt. and prepare to engage at warp 9.

R_Investigator says:
*R_Ship*: Understood.

CSO_Jerah says:
::makes way to the TL...steps off and enters the bridge::

FCO_Steve says:
::enters co-ordinates that were sent from SFC:: CEO: Aye sir warp 8 ::engages warp 8

CEO_Tucker says:
*CO*: SFC has ordered us to proceed to a suspected Romulan base.

XO_Modane says:
:: enters the turbo lift :: Computer: deck 1.

CO_Rikerson says:
All: Unfortunately, gentlemen, we are investigating the shuttle

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
<w>XO_Lara:  These.....these... Pahtak, did attack us.  I think we should be the ones to exact the punishment.  SF will want to talk...

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::gets rocked back a little...checks the inertial dampners::

FCO_Steve ::monitors NAV systems:: (Warp.wav)

CMO_Immolisius says:
<Nurse_May>: Umm.. umm.. I really don't know sir.

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*: Take us to it.

XO_Modane says:
:: leaves the lift as the shuttle stops ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters office and grabs padd with the autopsy reports and heads to the bridge::

XO_Modane says:
:: looks around the bridge ::

CEO_Tucker says:
OPS:  Notify the Romulan and Klingon ships of our leaving

R_Investigator says:
CO: I believe I can lead you to a location ...my ship has informed me of the coordinates.

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
CSO_Marta: I know, these officers are sissies...no honor. We will exact our revenge.

CO_Rikerson says:
R-Investigator:  This should interest you

OPS_Jude says:
::does as the CEO asks and sends the communications:: CEO: Done, sir.

CEO_Tucker says:
OPS: Thank you.

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::nods::

OPS_Jude says:
CEO: Aye, sir.

CSO_Jerah says:
::goes to the CO ready room::

CO_Rikerson says:
R-Investigator:  To what location?

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
CSO_Marta: Let's get out of here. We've done all we can here.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Turns and sees the XO::

CEO_Tucker says:
XO: Back on duty sir?

XO_Modane says:
:: walks over to the CEO :: CEO: How is she holding up?

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
XO_Lara: Aye Ma'am...  Back to the bridge?

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::gets the report on the diagnostic...everything is fine::

R_Investigator says:
<Baxter> CO: ::getting closer...I'm not certain this is a good idea.. I don't trust this Romulan...

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
CSO_Marta: Contact the bridge. Tell them we're on the way up.

XO_Modane says:
CEO: Yup, getting back on my feet.

CEO_Tucker says:
XO: Very good sir.  We have just been order to proceed to a suspected Romulan Base.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::enters the TL:: Computer: Bridge

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
XO_Lara: Why don't we just show up...  ::grins::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
*CEO*: Sir.. The diagnostic is back. Everything is at nominal

XO_Modane says:
:: takes a seat in the CO chair :: CEO: All right.

CEO_Tucker says:
XO: Would you like to have the Chair?

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
::growls::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: turns to Baxter :: Baxter :  You don't, do you ?

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::heads for the door and exits::

CEO_Tucker says:
*EO*: Very good Ensign.

R_Investigator says:
<Baxter> ::nods::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters the bridge::

XO_Modane says:
CEO: Stay on the bridge if you wish.

R_Investigator says:
::frowns at Baxter and the CO of the Geneva::

CEO_Tucker says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::Sits in the XO's chair::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::notices a slight power flux with the dampners...traces it::

XO_Modane says:
FCO: What’s our ETA?

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
::exits the shuttlebay and heads for the TL with Marta::

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::enters the TL::  Computer:  Bridge.

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Working it out now, sir

CSO_Jerah says:
::hits the CO ready room chime::

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
::elbows Marta::

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::glares and growls::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: turns and hears the door chime ::  Door : Come in.

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
::hisses back::

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
::arrives on the bridge::

XO_Modane says:
CEO: Did we hear from SFC yet?

R_Investigator says:
CO: Ok.. So I agree to accompany you to the location if I get to know everything that follows.

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
XO_Lara: Keep it up Ma'am or I'll become XO before your time is up...  ::exits the TL::

CSO_Jerah says:
::enters the room::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Walks up to the entrance of the CO's RR and waits::

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
::smiles::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::traces it to Jeffrey tube 276..Prepares for a long hike.. starts moving to Jefrey tube 276::

CEO_Tucker says:
XO: Yes sir.  We are now enroute to a suspected Romulan Base for further investigation per their orders.

CO_Rikerson says:
:: sees the CSO come in ::

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::stands just inside the bridge and looks around unsmiling::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Lt., what do you have?

XO_Modane says:
CEO: How are we to proceed? Are we to consider them hostile?

R_Investigator says:
<CO_K`Rull> *XO*: Report!

CSO_Jerah says:
CO: Sir, here is data from the shuttle...we found some corrupt readings. ::hands him the PADD::

R_Investigator says:
::notices the CSO coming in::

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
*CO*: Captain, sir! Our investigation is complete. All data relayed back to the ship sir.

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
::stands stiffly::

CEO_Tucker says:
XO: We are to verify its existence and find why it is in Federation space.  I would assume that a Romulan base in Federation Territory would be hostile, since it would be in violation of the current treaty.

CSO_Marta_Baltic says:
::goes to the nearest SCI Station and downloads the data from the shuttle::

XO_Modane says:
CEO: Yeah, that’s what I thought.

CO_Rikerson says:
:: takes the PADD from the CSO and starts reading it ::

Host SFC_Communications (Warp.wav)

XO_Lara_Baltic says:
*CO*: Sir, do you require us back on board?

R_Investigator says:
<CO_K`Rull> CO: Permission to accompany you as an escort? I believe our Romulan friend will want to do the same?

OPS_Jude says:
::makes some slight modifications to power allocations and glances over to the sensor console ::

FCO_Steve says:
::sets course for Gamma Hydrae, near the ::XO: ETA about 18 hrs sir

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Anything else, Lt.?

FCO_Steve says:
::sets course for Gamma Hydrae, near the Romulan neutral zone ::XO: ETA about 18hrs sir

R_Investigator says:
<CO_K`Rull> *XO*: Affirmative.

CO_Rikerson says:
CO K`Rull: To where, Captain?

CSO_Jerah says:
CO: Oh.. no that is all.

SO_Shras says:
:: coming out of TL and heading to the science station...::

CEO_Tucker says:
::In ME running a diagnostic on the Impulse Drive::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Dismissed

Host SFC_Communications says:
THE GENEVA PROCEEDS TO THE GAMMA HYDRAE SYSTEM TO INVESTIGATE THE POSSIBLE BASE THERE..... IT IS NOW 18 HRS LATER......

FCO_Steve says:
XO: We are arriving at the Gamma Hydrae system sir

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::coming on duty.. walking to ME::

XO_Modane says:
FCO: Full scan.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Stands on the bridge monitoring the crew, Doctor’s prerogative::

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Aye sir ::begins scanning area ::

CSO_Jerah says:
CO: Thank you sir. ::walks out of the RR::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: gets up from his seat ::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::TL: ME...enters.. takes his padd.. and looks at what is next::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::continues with Comm repairs::

OPS_Jude says:
::maintaining system stability ::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: moves over to the couch and thinks about something ::

XO_Modane says:
FCO: report?

K`Tara says:
@::monitoring  communications and sensors::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
*CEO*: reporting for duty sir

XO_Modane says:
FCO: Let’s enter the orbit. High altitude.

K`Tara says:
@T:  I have a ship on sensors..  ::spits::  Its a Federation ship.

CSO_Jerah says:
::at science station::

CO_Rikerson says:
::turns and heads for the Bridge ::

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Aye sir, Entering High Orbit ::maneuvers Geneva into high orbit around base::

CEO_Tucker says:
*EO*: Very well Ensign.  Report to Engineering. I want you to try to boost the sensor resolution.

R_Investigator says:
::makes an entry on the bridge from the TL after having looked around the ship::

XO_Modane says:
FCO: Full scan of the planet, look for anything unusual.

K`Tara says:
@::powers up weapons::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
*CEO*: aye sir.. I see internal communications has been restored.. I hope let me know if any more arise

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Aye sir

FCO_Steve says:
::begins scan of planet, full sensor run::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::Starts working on clearing up the sensors...::

K`Tara says:
@::fires a warning shot::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: enters the Bridge and heads for his chair ::

XO_Modane says:
:: console beeps :: ALL: Shields up.

FCO_Steve says:
All: Incoming ::sees incoming shot, commences to avoid being hit::

R_Investigator says:
::notices the CO entering:: CO: Trouble ahead?

CSO_Jerah says:
::monitors sensor readings of the planet::

XO_Modane says:
FCO: Break orbit.

Tlar says:
@::checks the monitor::

FCO_Steve says:
::breaks orbit:: XO: Aye sir

SO_Shras says:
:: moves to TAC and takes shields up ::

K`Tara says:
@::fires another series of warning shots, the reroutes weapons to another location::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Thinks he should have brought a med kit with him::

CO_Rikerson says:
R-Investigator:  I don't know.

OPS_Jude says:
::changes ops station to system status and tactical information ::

XO_Modane says:
SO: Where did that come from?

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::checks the weapon discharge for weakness::

FCO_Steve says:
::uses evasive maneuvers to stay out of trouble:: XO: I don’t think we are welcome, sir

Tlar says:
@K'Tara: Can you get an identity?

SO_Shras says:
:: looking at the scans ::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: sits in his command chair ::

K`Tara says:
@Tlar:  Its federation, poking their noses where they shouldn't...... again!

XO_Modane says:
CO: Someone does not want us to be here.

CO_Rikerson says:
XO: Anything wrong?

Tlar says:
@K'Tara: Those meddling fools!

SO_Shras says:
XO: locking on sir...

CEO_Tucker says:
EO: Let's get ready.  ::Grumbles about just having got this thing back together::

XO_Modane says:
CO: We have been fired upon.

CO_Rikerson says:
XO: What's up?

XO_Modane says:
SO: Hold your fire.

K`Tara says:
::shakes her head:: @Tlar:  Maybe, we should teach them a lesson...  ::grins::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
*CEO* aye sir...the ship was getting in to good a shape already

XO_Modane says:
SO: Where did that shot come form?

FCO_Steve says:
XO: That was close sir ::watching for more::

Host SFC_Communications says:
THE SHOTS FROM THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET NARROWLY MISS THE GENEVA

CO_Rikerson says:
TAC: Shields up.

K`Tara says:
@Tlar:  I can have our bases fire upon on a rotating bases.  That way they will never get a clear lock on us.

Tlar says:
@::recalibrates the weapons systems to fire again:: K'Tara: Fire again. We'll show them.

R_Investigator says:
::Comm’s his ship to aid in the attack::

FCO_Steve says:
XO: It came from the surface but have not pinpointed the location yet, sir

CEO_Tucker says:
::Moves to the Engineering console, directly in front of the warp drive::

SO_Shras says:
XO, CO: Shields are already up and the shots are from the planet down....

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
COMPUTER: keep me noted of all damage on the ship

XO_Modane says:
SO: Red alert. Load photon tubes.

K`Tara says:
@::fires and contacts all bases to fire in rotation::

FCO_Steve says:
SO: Any luck pinpointing their position

SO_Shras says:
XO: Scanning for the exact source of the fires.. :: scans the planet for weapons location...::

XO_Modane says:
CO: I think we should get out of here.

Tlar says:
@K'Tara: Keep it up. I'll head to the auxiliary control station and fire from there.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Begins monitoring all ship systems::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::checks the photon tubes...notes that they are is the best shape.. He’s ever seen them::

CO_Rikerson says:
FCO: Get us out of range

R_Investigator says:
CO: I have a suggestion.

K`Tara says:
@::nods:: Tlar:  Our supreme commander is not happy, he wants them gone.

CO_Rikerson says:
R_Investigator : What?

Tlar says:
@::rotates the frequencies so the federation ship can't get a lock::

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Aye, sir. ::begins to put some distance between the Geneva and the planet::

R_Investigator says:
CO: Open a channel to them

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::notices the incoming fire.. braces for impact::

CO_Rikerson says:
R-Investigator:  Why?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Looks over the bridge crew easily and watches the action unfold::

K`Tara says:
@Tlar:  Maybe they will leave if we ask nicely...  ::opens communications::

SO_Shras says:
XO: Sir I have the location, locking on, ready to fire phasers and torpedoes....

Tlar says:
@::smiles at K'Tara::

K`Tara says:
@COM: Federation Ship: Leave, or be destroyed.  We will not warn you again.

R_Investigator says:
CO: Just do it!!

K`Tara says:
@Tlar:  Can you get a message to our leader?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::tries to sense anything but sees it is futile and stops trying::

SO_Shras says:
XO: Waiting command to fire sir!

CO_Rikerson says:
OPS: Open frequencies for the Investigator

R_Investigator says:
CO: Thank you.

OPS_Jude says:
::opens channel:: CO: Channel open, sir.

K`Tara says:
@::locks onto the ship once again and prepares to fire::

Tlar says:
@K'Tara: Communications are inhibited.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::feels bad knowing if the Geneva is hit he will the first one flying not having anything to brace him self with::

K`Tara says:
@Tlar: hmmmm,  ::reroutes some power::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: wonders why the investigator wants with the frequencies ::

Tlar says:
@::tries to clear the channel::

R_Investigator says:
COM: Dissidents: This is Julan TaroK of the Romulan Security unit...you are ordered to stand down.

K`Tara says:
@COM: Federation Ship:  Prove to me this is not a deception.  A true Romulan, would not be on that ship.

Tlar says:
@::looks over at K'Tara::

K`Tara says:
@::fires at the ship::

EO_N`kaGalagar says:
::notices the incoming fire.. braces for impact::

XO_Modane says:
FCO: Evade

R_Investigator says:
CO: I knew they wouldn't listen.

Tlar says:
@::fires another round::

R_Investigator says:
::holds on::

XO_Modane says:
CO: Shall we fire back?

SO_Shras says:
XO: Do we fire back sir?

K`Tara says:
@Tlar:  Can you believe that?  Pretending to be a Romulan.  They should die for that...  ::is becoming angry::

FCO_Steve says:
::commences to use evasive tactics to avoid incoming fire:: XO: Aye, sir

CO_Rikerson says:
XO: Hold on

Tlar says:
@::targets the weapons systems:: K'Tara: Deception is a Federation ploy.

K`Tara says:
@Tlar:  Weak, such a weak organization.

Tlar says:
@K'Tara: Shall I fire at their weapons systems?

CO_Rikerson says:
COM: Dissidents: This is the USS Geneva.  We demand that you stop firing on us

Tlar says:
@::fires anyway::

K`Tara says:
@Tlar:  If it weren’t for brave Romulan soldiers, they would be part of the Dominion right now.   Fire at their weapons systems.  Yes..

R_Investigator says:
CO: Could I see those data crystals?

CO_Rikerson says:
R-Investigator:  Hold off on those

R_Investigator says:
CO: It's urgent...this might have the answer we are looking for..

SO_Shras says:
:: keeping an eye on the target screen and ready for the fire command...::

CO_Rikerson says:
R-Investigator:  We don't need to look at them right now

CO_Rikerson says:
XO: Fire a warning shot.

K`Tara says:
@Tlar:  How did the Federation find us?

Julan_Tarok says:
CO: Believe me it's crucial...

XO_Modane says:
SO: You’ve heard the CO. Fire a low yield photon.

FCO_Steve says:
::hands over helm, and heads to transporter room via the armory::

Tlar says:
@K'Tara: There must be a spy among us.

CO_Rikerson says:
R-Investigator:  Why is it crucial?

K`Tara says:
@::nods::  Tlar:  A dead spy you mean....

Tlar says:
@::nods back smiling::

SO_Shras says:
:: fire a torpedo detonating above the target...::

Julan_Tarok says:
CO: Do I have to repeat myself...I might know something...that Klingon CO....

Tlar says:
@::reinforces the shields::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: I would recommend a landing party to disable the base sir

K`Tara says:
@::hears an explosion::  Tlar:  It looks like our Federation friends are becoming brave... Its time to be on our toes...

Host SFC_Communications says:
THE BASE SHIELDS FAIL, LEAVING THE BASE OPEN TO INFILTRATION BY THE CREW OF THE GENEVA

FCO_Steve says:
::turns and head back to the helm and resumes monitoring of NAV sensors::

OPS_Jude says:
XO: We need to act now, sir!

K`Tara says:
@Tlar:  Sound the alarm, muster our troops.

Tlar says:
@::checks the shield strength:: K'Tara: The shields have failed!

OPS_Jude says:
ALL: Before we lose our chance!

Tlar says:
@::sounds the alert::

CO_Rikerson says:
R-Investigator:  Unfortunately, I don't believe that it is important, Investigator

K`Tara says:
@::sees Romulans running to their stations fully armed::

Julan_Tarok says:
::Remembers that they are laying near the Science console...Grabs them quickly and then...:: COM: Tlar: ENERGIZE!!!

Tlar says:
@::beams her leader back::

K`Tara says:
@::watches as Julan materializes::  Julan:  Welcome home.

K`Tara says:
@Tlar:  Those shields back up?

CO_Rikerson says:
:: turns to see the Investigator de-materialize ::

Tlar says:
@::sees him materialize:: Julan: Are you alright sir?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::yells:: Look!! ::points::

Julan_Tarok says:
@::materializes quickly:: TLAR/K`Tara: Thanks for not killing me...

Host SFC_Communications says:
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